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textsQ: Can not load image from
directory with codeigniter I created a
controller, in that controller I have the
following code for loading an image to a
view. I placed the image in a folder. Can
not load image from directory and I am
not getting any error. My code:
load->view('templates/header');
$this->load->view('news_view');
$this->load->view('templates/footer'); }
} ?> A: $this->load->helper('image');
$this->load->view('name');
$this->load->view('templates/footer');
image('dir/name.jpg'); So this should be
where you place the file name, so a
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folder not a path to a path 1. Field of the
Invention The present invention relates
to a method for determining a magnetic
resonance (MR) imaging scan start time
and, more particularly, to a method for
more accurately determining a MR scan
start time. 2. Description of the Related
Art Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging
is a noninvasive procedure for
generating images of patients' anatomies
and other objects. During an MR scan, a
patient is placed in a strong magnetic
field. The patient is then irradiated with
radio-frequency (RF) signals. The
signals cause atomic nuclei within the
patient to resonate, thereby rotating the
patient's magnetic moments and
producing measurable signals in the
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form of MR signals. A general
description of MR imaging and scanning
may be found in U.S. Pat. No.
5,389,066. MR scanners are typically
composed of a large main magnet
system and a number of gradient system
for controlling the direction and strength
of the main magnetic field. A patient is
scanned in a horizontal cradle which is
placed within the bore of the magnet
and moves linearly across the bore.
Along the length of the bore, the MR
system steers the patient through a series
of radio-frequency pulses and magnetic
field gradients. The RF pulse sequence
includes 2d92ce491b
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